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Abstract. Utilizing online digital educational content has become the norm
when teaching young students. A variety of adaptive educational practice systems is readily available and allows students to practice various domains, on a
preferred difficulty and pace. However, due to the intensification of the teaching
profession and the possibilities of practicing from home, students might be left
unsupervised, and as a result do not practice domains that are most important.
This study proposes a solution to govern these students, i.e., provide computerized data driven supervision that guides students in practicing domains most
important with no intervention of a teacher.
Through an experiment involving 13 578 participants, a new governing method
was tested and found to have positive effects on both engagement and learning,
with almost no changes to the visual interface needed. Governing seems a
promising technique in general, and was effectively tested and introduced in
Math Garden.

1 Introduction
Utilizing online digital educational content has become the norm when teaching young students.
For example, there are many adaptive educational practice systems allow students to practice
their arithmetic abilities in various domains on a preferred difficulty and pace, such as ALEKS,
Knewton and Math Garden [1–3].
However, due to the intensification of the teaching profession and the possibilities of
practicing from home, students are often left unsupervised, and as a result do not practice
domains that are most important. Therefore, this research proposes technology to govern
their learning experience and to increase student engagement and learning. Governing is
defined as computerized data driven supervision that guides students in practicing domains
most important without intervention of a teacher. Three governing principles are laid out in
this paper, and applied in an experiment in the online practice environment Math Garden [4].
Math Garden originated in 2007 as a tool to study the dynamics of cognitive development
in children, specifically the development of mathematical knowledge and abilities. The Math
Garden developed into a large-scale online learning system, and more than a decade worth of
data has been analyzed [3]. See figure 1 for a screenshot of the landing page. Fundamentally,
Math Garden is a computerized adaptive practice (CAP) system aimed towards primary
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Figure 1. A screenshot of the landing page of the Math Garden, showing a selection of 8 games,
representing 8 practice domains. Note that 4 plants appear withered and have watering cans in place,
representing a naive governing method.

education. The adaptive element is a modification of the Item Response Theory (IRT) approach
and is based on the Elo [5–7] rating system combined with response times [8, 9]. The model
estimates the ability of the student and the difficulty of the item (i.e. question [10]). The
estimation is updated after every answered item, allowing for on the fly calibration. As of
2018, more than 452 000 K-12 children and 5 000 Dutch primary schools used Math Garden to
practice arithmetic, completing roughly a million items every day, with a total of 853 300 000
item responses generated.
Math Garden currently consists of 23 games, referred to as domains, and new domains
are released regularly, hence students may be overwhelmed with choice. Not all 23 domains
are immediately playable, since some domains are unlocked after reaching a certain level in
another domains or depend on the grade of the student. Still, most students have access to over
12 games. These games are divided in a base and bonus garden. Base garden domains relate to
basic skills students need to learn, whereas bonus garden domains, though educational, do not
directly relate to basic skills and are sometimes considered more enjoyable or more interesting
by users. While there is some form of control from the system over what domains are available,
see figure 1 and section 2.4, there is no supervision over what domains should be practiced. In
Math Garden this has led to unwanted behavior [11], where exploratory analyses show that
quite some older students still practice preschool domains, and that quite some students only
play a few domains. This information indicates there is a strong need for guidance from the
system in Math Garden, and has been a motivation to research methods for governing games.

2 Methods
Game recommendations in educational games with many domains to choose from are clearly
beneficial, especially regarding the relations between domains [12], which can be used to
suggest what to practice. We define governing [13] as computerized, data driven supervision
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in an educational practice system, with three specific goals: 1) an individualized domain
selection mechanism, 2) guide students in selecting best domains to practice and 3) increase
most important abilities. We present a naive approach and present a simple updated governing
method with an application in the Math Garden, which is validated through an online experiment. To meet these goals, three governing principles are defined: governing perspectives,
strategies and visualizations, which are elaborated upon below.
2.1 Governing perspectives

Governing can be driven by different perspectives. First, governing could be driven from
education, e.g., following educational guidelines such as a (national) curriculum. In the
Netherlands the national institute of curricular development has clear guidelines concerning
grade specific math and arithmetic development in students [14]. A second perspective is to
look at governing from a practice system specific perspective, which can be data driven. For
example, expected learning gains can be quantified and translated to what domains to practice
next. A third perspective is peer oriented. Here, students are compared to peer reference groups,
either national grade reference distributions, or perhaps class specific reference distributions
per domain. A related perspective concerns the reliable estimation of the ability of new players
in the system, also know the cold-start problem, see for example [15]. A simple approach
would be to drive the governing such that domains with a small number of (recent) observations
are more often selected - the used approach should be related to how the cold-start problem
are alleviated. Clearly, other approaches might be thought of, and the mentioned approaches
can be used in combination.
2.2 Governing strategies

Following [16], we can define the following governing strategies.
A naive strategy does not learn and uses existing information to solve a problem. For
example, one can compare the student’s knowledge to a static target knowledge level or
baseline, obtained from one of the perspectives mentioned before. A naive strategy might
select domains furthers below the baseline.
An expert strategy keeps learning, for example predicting student domain knowledge
based on knowledge in other domains [12, 17], such as a correlation matrix of all domains.
Predictions based on such a model can be used for domain selection to maximize learning
gain.
An experiment driven strategy is an iterative testing strategy and allows for evaluating
learning interventions and reveal pattern and side-effects [18]. Online experiments, or A/B
tests, determine what is needed to attain a certain knowledge level or domain rating.
2.3 Governing visualizations

The last governing principle relates to the visualization of the selected domains. Governing
perspectives and strategies determine what domains should be practiced, yet how should the
selection be presented? Two axes are determined for governing visualizations: they can be
flexible or strict in several aspects, and rewarding or punishing.
Flexible visualization offers selected domains as, possibly mild, recommendations. The
option is open to adhere to the recommendation. Forcing these choices would be a strict
approach. Stimulating preferred domain choices can be approached in many ways and often
attempt to stimulate intrinsic motivation, for example through highlighting domains [19] or
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using gamification elements [20, 21]. For strict visualizations, a decrease in task engagement
can be expected [22].
A rewarding visualization uses extrinsic motivation, through rewarding students for adhering to the preferred domains [23, 24]. A punishing visualization is the opposite, punishes
students for not engaging in an activity, like diminishing levels, points, progress, etc.

2.4 Designing a new governing method

Math Garden already has some basic form of governing in place. The main principle this
basic governor functions on, is recent practice. As shown in figure 1, plants representing
domains in the base garden start to wither when a domain is not practiced for over 9 days, and
watering cans appear. Though base garden domains are always accessible, the presence of a
watering can limits access to all bonus garden games. Watering cans are erased once a student
finishes a practicing session in that specific domain. Hence, this governing method carries out
a punishing, but flexible governing visualization. The new governor is designed to follow the
governing principles laid out before.
Concerning governing perspectives, it combines all three approaches. First, it is domain
oriented in that it defines relevant and non-relevant domains for the current grade level
following a national curriculum [14]. The domains of the national curriculum are mapped
to the Math Garden domains for this purpose, as presented in table 1. In addition, using
data from the practice system peer group reference distributions are created for each grade.
These reference distributions allow to quantify the distance to one’s peers, and order domains
accordingly.
ID
64
7
41
1
2
9
3
4
...

Domain
Shape and color
Counting
Numbers
Addition
Subtraction
Clocks
Multiplication
Division
...

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Table 1. A selection of the Math Garden domain IDs mapped to the Dutch national curriculum domains
for grades 1-8.

Concerning government strategies, a naive strategy is chosen where calculation on reference distributions are made beforehand and evaluated using an A/B test, which is elaborated
upon in section 2.5.
As visualization, a quite basic approach was taken where the interface of the Math Garden
with the watering cans suggesting domains to practice, figure 1 was maintained. However, the
flexibility/strictness approach was changed. Where watering cans would in the old approach
appear after nine days of not practicing a domain, possibly leading to all base domains in
need of practice after a short break, a maximum of 3 watering cans was foreseen in the new
governor to provide more flexibility. The rewarding/punishing visualization aspects were kept
the same during the experiment.
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Figure 2. Daily number of responses in the Math Garden for the two testing variants A (control) and B
(experiment). Several national holidays reduced the number of responses on these days.

2.5 Online experiment

The governing method was evaluated in an A/B test [25, 26] running for two full weeks [27].
Students that were or had been actively practicing in the Math Garden were randomly assigned
to the control variant A (default system) or treated with the governing method (variant B). The
visual impact on participants is minimal, the most noticeable change being that students have
no more than three watering cans present in their garden. The two evaluation criteria of the
experiment were engagement and learning.

3 Results
The solution governing method was found to have positive effects on both engagement and
learning, with almost no changes to the visual interface needed.
First, some general numbers on the A/B test are presented, followed by a section on the
effects on engagements and a section on the effects on student learning.
A total of 13 578 students participated in the experiment. 6 785 students were in control
variant A (default system) and 6 793 were treated with the solution governing method (variant
B). The distribution of students over the different days of the experiment can be found in figure
2.
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Figure 3. First click rates per A (control) and B (experimental) test condition, per test week. Points
above the diagonals (dotted) indicate an average attraction to the watering can domains, points below the
diagonal an average avoidance of watering can domains.

3.1 Engagement

Engagement has been measured using two constructs. First click rates, what domain the student
click on first, is relevant because the governor should stimulate what domain to practice first.
Finishing rates, whether students finish the domain they choose, is relevant because just
clicking on a domain and exiting is an indication governing is not working properly.
Figure 3 shows the first click rates for each of the conditions. Since the number of watering
cans can be different in both conditions, and the number of active games can differ between
students, it was decided to use the proportion of watering cans, represented on the horizontal
axis. On the vertical axis, we see the proportion of times a first click is on a watering can.
Hence, if all points in this figure would be on the diagonal, domains with watering cans are as
attractive on average as domains without watering cans. Points above the diagonal indicate
watering can domains are more attractive, and points below the diagonal indicate watering
can domains are less attractive. Hence, it should be noted that in the pretest period children
are actively avoiding the watering cans. This can be explained by the fact that the games with
watering cans are often the more difficult and less attractive games for the student.
A large positive effect on engagement is shown during the test weeks, where in the
experimental condition the watering can domains are more attractive. The differences in the
proportion of watering in variant B during the test weeks are exclusively related to differences
in the number of active games.
Another approach to quantify engagement is to look at finishing rates. Figure 4 shows
the difference between finishing rates of the control (A) and treatment (B) condition, where
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Figure 4. Differences between finishing rates of the control (A) and treatment (B) condition over the
length of the entire A/B test.

clearly finishing rates of the treatment condition are higher during the test weeks. A minor
post-test effect can be observed too.
3.2 Learning

Next to engagement, possible effects on learning rates are regarded important. Learning can
be quantified in multiple ways, here a simple approach has been taken where learning is
quantified as 1) number of completed items in (relevant) base domains, 2) number of domains
on which the students score below their peer grade reference distributions and 3) differences
in estimated ability in the rating system.
The number of relevant base domains in which no items were practiced was considered
problematic for participants in the learning environment, partly because for these domains
reliable ability estimates are missing. The number of domains with the number of items
practiced below 30 was counted for every participant before and after the experiment. Clearly,
since students practice in both experimental conditions, we expect the number of domains
with fewer than 30 practiced items to decrease. Table 3.2 shows that on average, the number of
non-practiced domains drops .29 for the treatment conditions verses .23 for the base condition,
a significant difference. Similarly to counting the reduction in number of domains with few
items played, we can count the number of domains that have a lower score than their peer
reference group. Again we expect this number to reduce due to practice, yet as seen in table
3.2, this number drops significantly faster for the new governing method.
Finally, we can evaluate the effect on ability by using the Math Gardens internal ratings,
denoted as θ. For each domain, the average daily change in rating ∆θ is plotted in figure 5. Here
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Variable

Count

Mean

Relevant base domains
Variant A
Variant B

6 703
6 713

0.13
0.21**

All base domains
Variant A
Variant B

6 708
6 719

0.23
0.29**

Table 2. Average decrease in number of domains with fewer than 30 practiced items. The decrease is
higher for the new governing method, indicating on average fewer domains have close to no items
practiced after the experiment.

Variable

Count

Mean

Relevant base domains
Variant A
Variant B

6 703
6 713

0.09
0.16**

All base domains
Variant A
Variant B

6 708
6 719

0.17
0.21**

Table 3. Average decrease of domains with below peer score baseline. The decrease is higher for the
new governing method, indicating on average fewer domains have scores below a peer score baseline.

it can be seen that even for this rather short experiment, there seems a consistent positive effect
on daily ability increase. Fitting a linear mixed model shows that the rating development in
variant B (treatment) compared to variant A (control) over the entire experiment is significantly
higher with a 20% difference.

4 Discussion
This research explored governing and provides the first steps, knowledge and reasoning to
introduce governing in educational practice systems. By analyzing data from a large scale
A/B test, we found that the implemented governing procedure improved the engagement and
learning rates of players in the Math Garden.
The presented results illustrate positive effects of the current implementation compared to
the earlier implementation in the Math Garden, even though the intervention was not complex
and the duration of the experiment rather short. However, this short duration of the experiment
prevented to test long term learning effects. A long term experiment, including ability testing
outside the learning environment, should also shed light on whether the learning effect can
generalize and if these are related to other phenomena, such as cold-start problems.
The current governing implementation combines information on (1) reliability of the
measurements (number of made items for each domain), (2) the ability on the domain compared
to other domains, (3) the ability compared to peers and (4) some motivational aspects, for
example allowing domains not be recycled each day. This motivational aspect prevents
that children are too often confronted with their weakest domains, possibly lowering their
motivation to play. How each of these sources of information are used in an optimal way, both
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Figure 5. Mean daily ∆θ per base garden domains (dotted), mean ∆θ (solid). The treatment condition
average seems consistently above the control condition average, indicating a faster development in ability
on average.

individually and combined, should be further researched, for example by using an A/B testing
framework.
To conclude, we presented first steps in exploring governing, and performing a randomized
experiment in governing the behavior of children in an online learning environment. Based on
the current research findings in Math Garden, an actual extension of the governing algorithm
was implemented for all students, adding a priority ranking within the selected domains and
an achievement bonus for playing a selected domain. With the further improvement of the
algorithm and the visualization, taking engagement, motivational effects and the reliable
measurement of abilities into account, we hope to gently guide the behavior of children to
optimize their engagement and learning.
The authors declare no conflict of interest. The governing module was implemented in collaboration
with Prowise Learn, owner of the Math Garden. Prowise had no role in the data analyses, the interpretation
of the data, in the writing of the manuscript, or in the decision to publish the results. The anonymized
data can be requested by contacting A.H. This work is based on the Master thesis of W.C. [28].
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